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VERTIKAL DAYS

This year’s Vertikal Days returned to the East of England Showground in 
Peterborough, at its more traditional time of year following the disruption to the 
past two shows due to the pandemic. Despite the rain on the first day, and the 
fact that it was less than eight months since the delayed 2021 event, the numbers 
of visitors attending and their positive mood remained high on both days, with 
Thursday possibly being the best day two ever. The incentive was more than 200 
manufacturers’ and service suppliers’ products on display, with many worldwide, 
European or UK launches.
This was the 15th Vertikal Days which began in 
2007, and over the years it has grown steadily 
in terms of product diversity and visitors. Many 
regular exhibitors reported record activity and 
order intake, hailing it the ‘best show yet’. 

This extended review will be purely pictorial and 

as there were so many products and exhibitors it 
is impossible to cover every stand or exhibit - so 
apologies in advance. We will, of course look to 
cover all of the products over the next few issues.

The next Vertikal Days will be held on May 10th & 
11th at the same venue.

A positive return  
to normAl

Staff from credit information provider  
Top Service in the Marketplace

The Marketplace was constantly busy Visitors flocked in to the show on both days
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VERTIKAL DAYS
Falcon Tower Crane  
Services had three 
Potain Igo self erecting 
tower cranes

Brilliant Ideas’ wide range of Alimats  
outrigger mat systems

Trevor Jepson of City 
Lifting starting to move 
equipment at the end  
of the show

Spare parts and accessories 
provider TVH

JCB’s 20.5m/5.5 tonne  
555-210R 360 degree telehandler

City Lifting’s Hoeflon  
C6 crane

CTE’s Zed 23J

Simon Marnock of Kranlyft (L) concludes the sale of 
Scotland’s first Maeda MC 305 CB-3 lithium with Mark 
Rafferty of Bernard Hunter Mobile Cranes

Discussions in  
the Marketplace

After many years in development, Spierings finally showed its all-electric  
City Boy - SK487-AT3 eDrive - to be delivered to City Lifting

Scottish & Southern purchased this CPL 4x4 Isuzu D-Max mounted 
pick up with 13.1m working height and 6.2m outreach

Visitors 
enjoying 
the show



Versalift United Kingdom Limited has added  
the Ruthmann Ecoline and STEIGER® truck-mounted  

platforms to its market leading product range. 

One company, two market leading brands

T: 01536 721010    E: sales@versalift.co.uk    W: versalift.co.uk
For further information contact  
the Versalift UK sales team.
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VERTIKAL DAYS
The Peterborough 

Showground 
 crane skyline

Bronto premiered its new 35 metre 
S35EM mounted on a Scania L320 
low level cab

Torquer demonstrated its new product SPEAR - a 
hands free method of lifting and releasing a load

Grabbing a 
coffee in the 
Marketplace

The 25 tonne Marchetti Sherpina 
telecrawler made its global launch  
on the AGD Equipment stand

European Kato distributor 
Rivertek’s latest 20 tonne 
CR-200Rf in County Lifting 

colours

Manitou access platforms 
included the all-electric 60ft 200 

ATJ E and the 33ft Man’Go 12

Cranes from Liehberr, City Lifting 
(Artic), Falcon Tower Cranes 
(Potain) and Wolffkran together 
with Manitou access platforms

The new 66ft XCMG 
XGS22E made its UK debut

Walking the  
show on the first day

GSR truck and van 
mounted platforms 

Foster Cranes was 
showing off the UK’s 
first 60 tonne Sany SCE 
600TB crawler crane 
together with its Hoeflon 
and JMG products
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UK dealer Workplatform exhibited a full range of Genie products including its 
latest direct drive electric micro scissors and the new S-60FE boom

A lot of interest was shown in 
the ‘below the hook’ products 
on the Modulift stand in the 
Marketplace

Dingli had a wide range of scissors up to the 
JCPT3214DC sold to Mainline Hire

GGR’s stand included Unic spider 
cranes, Faresin telehandlers, 

Sunward mini crawler cranes, 
BG Lift and Almac multi-loader 
tracked carrier and crane and 

all manner of glass handling 
machinery and vacuum lifters

Alimak showed the Scando 650 and 650XL construction hoists as well as the 
TPL 1000 transport platform and the new STS 300 scaffold transportation system
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VERTIKAL DAYS
Socage’s 19.3m/230kg 
capacity, 9m outreach 
forSte 20D Speed 
mounted on a 3.5 
tonne Iveco Daily 
chassis

The Almac  
Multi-Loader 6.0 

Trying out 
a remote 
controlled 
digger on the 
Tele Radio 
stand in the 
Marketplace

The XCMG stand with the new XGS28E 
sold to HireSafe Solutions and its  
range of scissors

Multitel’s 20m HX200AJ sold to GT Access.  
Also on the stand was the 45 metre MJ 450

The Vertikal ladies - (L-R) Clare, Poppy, Pam and Imogen
Geda distributor Mace Industries was showing the Multilift P12 enclosed 

hoist and the portable ladder hoist amongst others

Sale & Nationwide Hire Service  01623 653588 

UniMat® * Polymer * Timber * Aluminium * Steel 

info@universal-crane-mats.com 
Sale & Nationwide Hire Service  01623 653588 

Impartial Load Spread Solutions 
Tailored To Your Needs 
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VERTIKAL DAYS

Magni’s 
RTH6.30 and 
TH6.10P 
telehandlers

Checking out Dingli’s scissors

RAXTAR’s new RX SMART series construction 
hoist with 2,300kg capacity and 36m/min lift 
speed Both days at the show were very busy

With so much to see it was difficult 
to know where to go next!

Liebherr’s MK140 mobile 
self-erecting tower crane

As well as the City Boy, Spierings showed the electric powered  six axle 
SK1265-AT6 eLift which has two operating modes - electric and hybrid

Manitowoc’s 
250 tonne/78.5 
main boom 
Grove 
GMK5250XL-1 

Alfa Access Services - UK and Ireland distributors for Teupen, ELS Lift, Omega 
Solutions and Mecaplus - had a large packed stand with a good selection of 
ELS Lift scissors

Recently elected IPAF President Karin Nars (centre) 
with Catherine McCreedy (L) and Megan Campbell on 
a windy IPAF stand

Metal & Modular launched its lightweight 
version of the six metre working height 
Navigator 6.0

Two crawler cranes from Liebherr - the 110 
tonne LR1110 lattice crawler in Select colours 
and the LTR telescopic crawler belonging to LTC
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VERTIKAL DAYS

Load Monitoring Systems 
demonstrating its products

The brilliant Fat Cat Brass band 
entertained those attending the 
evening Networking event

Mastclimber and hoist manufacturer 
SAEClimber showed its heavy duty E30 
passenger and materials hoist lift and a 
mastclimber sold to London Tower Cranes

Bid for Beatrice - HireSafe 
Solutions was auctioning this 
Genie Z-45 with all proceeds 

going to Children in Need and 
Cancer Research UK

A WPC MRT4 
320kg capacity 
vacuum 
lifter - one of 
many lifting 
accessories on 
the GGR stand

JCB’s AJ48D articulated boom  
which is not yet available outside of 

North America

Zoomlion’s 53ft ZS1632RT rough terrain scissor was making its debut
Having taken over the distribution of Ruthmann in the UK and Ireland in April, 
Versalift showed several models including this 30 metre T330.4 truck mount

The Marketplace was busier than it has ever been

Matthew 
Hudyma from 

Wilson Access 
was the 

highest scorer 
in the Bronto 

Challenge 2022

Niftylift’s new All-Electric HR15 
articulated boom

UK truck body 
manufacturer Sterling 
was showing off several 
transport solutions for 
access platforms
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VERTIKAL DAYS

CPL’s AlmaCrawlwer  
Jibbi U-1570 EVO with  

an aluminium boom  
supplied by Multitel

Snorkel had a good range  
of small scissors including the 
S3310P with larger platform

GGR had a good selection of Faresin telehandlers including the 
six metre/2,600kg Faresin 6.26 with larger 560Ah battery

Palfinger UK launched its new crawler 
mounted PCC 115.002 which can lift 
up to 30 tonnes and has a reach of 
23.1 metres

Platform Basket’s UK 
distributor Promax Access 
showed several machines 
including the 33 metre Spider 
33.15 and premiered the 
innovative, compact and 
lightweight tracked 25ft self 
propelled RR9/200 Road-Rail 
platform

Versalift’s VTA 135-H Toyota  
HiLux mounted platform

Tracked Carriers was busy 
demonstrating its selection of 
compact crawlers capable of 

moving loads up to 2,200kg with 
widths from just 600mm

Bravi showed its latest 4.9 metre 
Leonardo HD vertical mast lift with 
dual roll out deck extensions

JCB’ scissors  
included the S4550E 
and the S3246E

The first 60 tonne/46 metre 
Sany SCE 600TB in the  

UK was on the Foster 
Cranes stand

Skyjack’s new direct AC 
electric drive 12ft SJ12E 
with up to 30 percent duty 
cycle improvements

Sinoboom distributor 
Pinnacle Platforms 
enjoying the show


